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CONFIDENrIAIL

Notes on meeting held in the Secretary-General's
Conference Room at U. a.m. on Thursday, 23 July 1964,

Present: Mr. D.0. Hay Australia
Mr. K. Waldheim Austria
Mr. W.H. Barton Canada
Mr. S.G. Mellbin Denmark
Mr. A.B. Karhilo Finland
Mr. C.0. Cremin Ireland
Mr. F.H. Corner New Zealand
Mr. S.F. Hedin Sweden
Sir Patrick Dean U.K.
Mr. Ralph J. Bunche
Mr. Galo Plaza
Mr. C.V. Narasimhan

Mr.* Gale Plaza reviewed the present situation in Cyprus where he had

served from 14 May to 14 July. He expressed himself as satisfied with the

peacekeeping operation and optimistic on the possibility of a final solution.

He paid tribute to the peacekeeping force and to the tJNFICIP police, due to

whose efforts the peace was being maintained far better than before and some

return to normality was being achieved. Much of the misunderstandings and

gloom about Cyprus originated outside the Island from sources which did not

understand the nature of the United Nations operation or., indeed., the state

of mind of the inhabitants of the Island. In particular,, the figures given

for Greek military personnel arriving in the Island were largely exaggerated.

In ali probability, including Cypriot students from Greece., Cypriot soldiers

formerly in the Greek Army and officers and NCO's formereJly in the Greek Army

serving as technical and training personnel in Cyprus., a total of some 3,000

to 3,500 had arrived in recent weeks. The conscription law and the arrival

of General Grivas had greatly improved the situation in so far as a larger

proportion of the Greek Cypriot irregulars were now under discipline and

control. In all., there were probably between 20,000 and 30,'000 Greek Cypriots

under military discipline and training in the 15 training camps in various

parts of the Island. On the Turkish side, there was no comparable build-up.,

nor had discipline yet been established over the TNT who operated more or

less independently. They were probably some 5,,000 to 6J,000 strong., mostly

young and determined people. The Turks controlled some 15 miles of beach

in the Kokkina--tansoura area on the northeast coast through which, it was

estimated., some hundred personnel a week were infiltrated together with small
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arms and light equipment (in all some 500 in the last four weeks).

The Greek forces were undoubtedly so superior in numbers and equipment

that they could dominate the situation. The Greek military build-up was

justified by the threat of invasion., and coastal fortification was now going

on at a rapid rate. It was generally felt that a Turkish landing would now

be far more difficult than it would have been in January., but the Greek

Cypriots were interested in keeping the peace and avoiding the provocation

of a last ditch reaction by the Turkish community.

Some normality has been resto 'red to everyday life. The economy had been

preserved., apart from the tourist trade., and more than 90% of the harvest was

already in. There was a progressive improvement also in other spheres., such

as postal deliveries and the working of the judiciary. It had been found

that considerable progress could be made up to the point where any ultimate

aims came into play. At this point progress stopped. The Greek Cypriots

could move freely everywhere except in, the Lefka area and on the Kyrenia

Road and in the Turkish districts of Fdmagusta and Nicosia. Turks could

move freely in most areas if they were prepared to put up with cheek points

and occasional searches. There was far less police harassment on the roads

today due to United Nations police and patrols.

Mr. Barton (Canada) asked about the situation on Red Crescent supplies.,

which was explained by Mr. Galo Plaza.

Mr. Hedin (Sweden) asked about freedom of movement. Mr. Gale Plaza,

drawing attention to the Secretary-General's demarche of 22 July to the
Government of Cyprus on this subject, said that UNBICYP was constantly

insisting on its right to observe., and the Force Commander had received an

undertaking that he would be allowed to go anywhere in the Island at will.

Mr. Barton (Canada) said that the arms build-up was not only against

the Security Council resolution and increased tension, it also was a flouting

of the United Nations and created a very difficult situation at home for the

Canadian Government, which was always being attacked by the Opposition on

this score.

Dr. Bunche pointed out that this question had been raised in the

Secretary-General's last report on Cyprus to the Security Council but that

no member off the Council had said anything about~ it during the meeting of

the Council.
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Mir. Cremin (Ireland) said that there was a general anxiety about the

arms build-up in Cyprus., which was constantly inflated by press reports.
The Secretary-G3eneral's appeal of 16 Ju:ly showed that it was also a source

of real preoccupation although it might be less important than it was often
made to appear. He asked whether Mr. Galo Plaza felt that the arms build-up
constituted a real threat. Mr. Galo Plaza replied that he had promised to
return to Cyprus at very short notice, if necessary, but he would certainly

not have left the Island at all unless he had been convinced that nothing
terrible was going to happen. He felt that the danger of the arms build-up

had been consistently over exaggerated from outside Cyprus.

Mr. Hedin (Sweden) shared the preoccupation of' Canada and the U.K. on

the arms build-up,, as was shown in the Swedish message to the Secretary-

General of 16 July. He felt that the replies of Archbishop Makarios and of

Prime Minister Papandreou to the Secretary-General's appeal were anything

but encouraging.

Sir Patrick Dean expressed his gratitude and appreciation to Mr. Gabo

Plaza and to UNFICYP for the excellent job they were doing. He also was

disturbed by the arms build-up which,, in his Government's opinion,, was not

in accordance with the Security Council resolution. He felt that it was also

dangerous from a long-term point of view. The Greek Prime Minister had told

the British Prime Minister that his Government would make an effort through

the Mediator to make progress on a long-term settlement., but refused at the

present time to have direct negotiations with Turkey. The Greek Prime

Minister'sa position was that if the Cyprus situation could be stabilized -

i.e *, if invasion could be renounced - the Greek Government would persuade

the Greek Cypriots to renounce their attacks on the Turks and would also

put an end to the arms build-up. Sir Patrick felt that there were some new

glimmers of light in the situation, but meanwhile it was essential that all

members should support the United Nations in keeping the local situation in

hand.

Dr. Bunche mentioned that the Cypriot representative had intimated

that Archbishop Makarios' reaction to the Secretary-General's demarche on

freedom of movement was encouraging.

a 00
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NOTE FOR THE RECORD

At a meeting with the Secretary-General this afternoon, Ambassador

Eraip of Turkey raised several points concerning Cyprus. He made

particular reference to the situation in Mansura, stating that the
"IMakarios Government" was trying to precipitate a crisis to "ruin the

glimmer of hope" which was emerging from the separate talks between

President Johnson and Pr'ime Ministers Inonu and Papandreou of Turkey

and Greece respectively. The intention of the Greek Cypriots was to

encircle the area of Mansura and to cut it off from the rest of the

island, thus stopping the inflow of supplies. UNFICYPt s duty should

be to relieve the pressure applied by Greek Cypriots against the

Turkish villages in the Mansura area and to ensure the arrival of

supplies.

Ambassador Eraip stated that the temper of public opinion in

Turkey continued to rise and he could not discount the possibility,

in case there were to be attacks against the Turkish Cypriot population

in Mansura or in Kyrenia, that some hotheaded Turkish military elements

might take it upon themselves to carry out punitive air bombings of

Greek Cypriot villages in retaliation.

Another subject raised by the Ambassador was the recent arrival

in Cyprus by ship of a large number of Greeks and military eq~uipment.

This fact had been repor'ted in a recent military sitrep issued by

UNSFICYP- 1/

2- A later check revealed that in military sitrep No. 83 of 23 June,
there is a reference to the ship "Hermit" having brought to Limoassol

2,700 Greek Cypriot students returning from holiday in Greece.
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'T it 7FIutsfthe Meeting held between the United States

Party and the Secretary-General regarding Cyprus

Present

Mr. G. Ball, Under-Secretary of State The Secretary-General
Ambassador Stevenson Mr. R. J. Bunche
Ambassador Yost Mr. J. Rolz-Bennett
Mr. H. Cleveland, Assistant Secretary of State
Mr. Philips Talbot, Assistant Secretary of State

1. Mr. Ball recalled the efforts made by the United States ever since
the recent crisis on Cy-prus broke out. The U.S. had consistently counselled
restraint. The U.S. on several occasions had to use its influence to restrain
Turkey from exercising what Turkey regarded as their right of intervention in
accordance with the Treaty of Guarantee and they did not know how much longer
they could succeed in holding Turkey back. On 5 June the U.S. had received
information that Turkey was about to invade - the Cabinet had taken the decision
to invade Cyprus and President Johnson had to appeal very strongly to the
Turkish Government to stop. This was accomplished, but at the expense of Prime
Minister Inonu's political strength, and pressures within Turkey kept on
growing for the Government to take more forceful action.

The U.S. was deeply concerned with the deteriorating situation in the
Eastern Mediterranean regarding Cyprus and in the hope of getting Turkey and Greece
to agree to direct talks between them, President Johnson had invited Prime
Ministers Inonu and Papandreou to come to Washington. The U.S. Government thought
that the best method available would be to bring the two parties together with
some U.S. representative to act as a "tcatalyst"1. The Governments of Turkey and
Greece would each appoint a representative enjoying the confidence of the
governments or the respective Prime Ministers to meet with the U.S. representative
at a place mutually agreed upon. Because of his earlier association with Turkey
and Greece at the time of the Truman Doctrine, it was thought that Mr. Dean
Acheson would be the U.S. representative in the best position to bring about
some results in the talks. Camp David had been suggested as the site for the
meetings, simply because it was secluded while at the same time permitting good
communications for the representatives with their respective embassies in
Washington. The Prime Minister of Turkey had been entirely agreeable to such
procedure and even eager to accept it. Prime Minister Papandreou had raised
objections: in the first place he had made public statements to the effect that
he would not sit down with Turkish representatives to discuss the Cyprus question,
since the Greek position was just and therefore there was nothing to negotiate.
Underlying the Greek position was their belief that time was working in favour
of the tw~ee solution"~ and that the U.S. would continue to be able to stop Turkey
from invading Cyprus.

The U.S. tried to disabuse the Prime Minister of Greece of this belief., as in
fact it waz not in a p-)sition to stop Turkey indefinitely from landing in Cyprus.
The U.S. was unable to persuade Prime Minister Papanclretiu. He would not agree to
the U.S. proposals. However, he had indicated that he was prepared to assist the
U.N~. Mediator and therefore would respond to an invitation for the Mediator to
appoint a representative for the purpose of holding discussions with the represen-
tative of Turkey.
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The U.S. Government wondered whether the Secretary-General felt it
would be possible for the UN Mediator to invite Greece and Turkey to
appoint representatives to meet somewhere in Europe. The Mediator would
also, without publicity, invite a d~istinguished international lawyer
(Mr. Acheson) to help in the talks ~with the representatives. In closing,
Mr. Ball wished to emphasize that the sense of urgency had not diminished
but rather increased as a result of the talks in Washington.

2. The Secretary-General stated that the Mediator was empowered
by the resolution of the Security Council dated 41 March 1964 to invite any
of the parties mentioned in paragraph 7 of the resolution for talks as a
mean~s of promoting ja final solution and an agreed settlement of the problem
confronting Cyprus. He felt, however, that the inclusion of a U.S.
representative (Mr. Acheson) in the talks would lead to difficulties.

If the Mediator felt it necessary and advisable, it was legitimate
for him to invite representatives of the interested parties to discuss the
problem. He was free to discuss the matter with any representative of the
parties mentioned in the resolution.

Should the PD1s of Turkey and Greece so agree, the Mediator could
invite representatives of both parties to hold talks separately or jointly.
The representatives thus appointed by Turkey and Greece would be free, of
course, to meet with representatives of other governments interested in
the problem, including a representative of the U.S.

The Secretary-General also raised the question as to what the attitude
of the Government of Cyprus would be in the case of their not being invited
to the talks.

According to Mr. Ball, the Mediator had already made known his own
views to both Turkey and Greece and the U.S. had been informed by the RvM
of Turkey that he was not in a position to agree with the stand taken by
Mr. Tuomioja. This was one of the reasons why it was felt that the presence
of a representative of the U.S. would be so vital for the success of the
talks. While the U.S. did not disagree with the views of the Mediator., it
had not taken any stand concerning the solution of the Cyprus problem and
therefore was in a better position to use its influence both with Turkey
and with Greece.

In this connexion, Mr. Ball felt that it was after Mr. Tuomioja had
conveyed to the IM of Turkey his views as to the final solution (Enosis
with adequate compensation for Turkey) that the Government of Turkey had
decided to invade Cyprus on 5 June 1964k.

The Secretary-General emphasized that the Mediator, by the resolution
of the Security Council, was enjoined to deal with the representatives of
the Governmentsof Cyprus, Greece, Turkey and the United Kingdom, as well
as with the representatives of the communities in Cyprus and he could not
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avoid the feeling that there would be damaging political repercussions in
the Mediator permitting a meeting with only two of the parties and in having
a representative of' the U.S. Government to the talks. There were bound to
be unfavourable reactions from the Cy-prus Government and one could also
foresee the reaction of other governments as well.

Mr. Ball indicated that indirect participation of a U.S. representative
would not produce any positive result and it was essential that such a
representative should be brought into the talks and associated in some
capacity with the Mediator. He doubted whether the Government of Greece
would agree to meetings with representatives of Turkey and the U.S. unless
all met under the Mediator.

The Secretary-General replied that he could not advise the Mediator
to invite a representative of the U.S., or for that matter, of any Govern-
ment not mentioned in the resolution, to participate in such a discussion.

At this stage, the Secretary-General had to leave the meeting to greet
the Prime Minister of Greece.



Notes on the meetinag held in the Secretary-General's office
at U1:30 a.m. on 22 May 1964 to discuss the future of UNFICYP

Present: The Secretary-General
Ambassador D.0. Hay (Australia)
Ambassador Franz Matsch (Austria)
Ambassador Paul Tremblay (Canada)
Ambassador Hans R. Tabor (Denmark)
Ambassador Ralph EnckeUl (Finland)
Ambassador Cornelius Cremin (Ireland)
Ambassador F.H. Corner (New Zealand)
Ambassador Sverker C. Astrom (Sweden)
Sir Patrick Dean (U.K.)
Mr. Ralph J. Bunche
Mr. C.A. Stavropoulos
General I.J. flikhye

The Secretary-General reported on Mr. Gabo Plaza's views about the

Cyprus situation and his recommendation for a three months' extension of

UNFICYP. This would require the agreement of the participating Governments.,

the Governments making financial contribution and members of the Security

Council. Four questions had to be solved.

(1) The decision which should be reached by the end of May whether to extend

UNFICYP or not.

(2) If the decision was affirmative, for how long would it be extended?

(3) Would financial resources be available?

(4) Would Cyprus., Greece., Turkey and the U.K. agree?

The Secretary-General asked the representatives of the parl~cipating Govern-

ments to ask their Governments to agree to cohtinue{jUNFiiYP after 27 June.

He further asked them for their Governments' views on how long UNFICYP should

be extended and recommended three months. He asked them also to ascertain

whether their Governments would maintain their contingents at the present

level.

The Secretary-General expressed his condolences to the Ambassador of

Finland for the death of a Finnish soldier in Cyprus on 20 May.

The Secretary-General proposed to have aLround of discussions with the

nations making financial contribution to UNFICYP.

I ...
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The representative of U.K. posed four questions. (1) W~hat was the

total of contributions received to date? (2) What was the total cost of

the operation up to 27 June? (3) What would be the estimated cost of

prolonging the Force for three months? (4) What was to be the U.K. share
in the costs based on the relative size of the U.K. contribution hitherto?

Sir Patrick Dean further asked whether the Secretary-General thought
that progress could be made under the exi~sting mandate or should it be

changed, for example, to cover the problem of importation of arms into

Cyprus. He further 6xpressed apprehension as to the Turkish reaction)
should it be proved that the hostages had been killed.

The Secretary-General undertook to answer the financial questions by
the end of May. He pointed out that it would be helpful to be informed by
Governments exactly what they proposed to bill the United Nations for.

The representative of Ireland asked three questions. (1) Would other
countries be approached for contingents and with what prospects of success?
(2) Was there any prospect of moving from the system of voluntary financing
of UNFICYP to a general assessment of all members? (3) Would the Greek and
Turkish contingents in Cyprus come under UNFICXP command?

The Secretary-General answered that the future composition of thte Farce

depend on the Force Commander's recommendation and on the decisions of the

Governments presently providing contingents. As regards financing, this was

a question which G~uld only be taken up by the General Assembly when it met
on 10 November. It was his intention to continue negotiations to bring the

Greek and Turkish contingents under the overall command of the Force Commander.

The~ representative of Sweden asked about the timetable and in particular
when a rqport could be expected from the Mediator and when the Secretary-
General would report to the Security Council. The Swedish Government could
not take a formal decision on its contingent until the Security Council had
made a decision and would need about three weeks notice to continue the
contingent. It might be possible for it to take a hypothetical decision
pending the Security Council decision. It was suggested that the Secretary-
General, after his informal consultations, might indicate that an extension

of UNFICYP was probable and ask the representatives to advise their Govern-
ments accordingly., in about the first week of June. It seemed unlikely that

I .. .
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the Security Council could take up the Cyprus question before about 15 June.

The representative of Finland said that his Government too could only

make a formal decision after the decision of the Security Council.

The Secretary-General said that he did not think that he would be able

to report to the Security Council on Cyprus before about 10 June.

The representative of Sweden said that his Government would appreciate

the Secretary-General's evaluation of the situation at the same time as the

Secretary-General's provisional request for extension.

The representative of Canada asked why the Mediator would not be

producing a report before the end of the first three months. He also asked

what action the UN could take on the hostage problem.

The Secretary6-General replied that there was no period set for the

Mediator's work and a premature recommendation from him might well prejudice

the discussions in the Security Council. As regards hostages, h-e was in

daily contact with the Force Commander and hoped to take a public stand on

the matter in his report to the Security Council. At present the information

on the subject was too indefinite to take such a stand. It was suggested

that it would be useful in the Secretary-General's report to give the

Mediator's views on the desirability of the prolongation of UNFICYP.

The representative of Austria said that no problem wiould arise on the

service of the Austrian contingent since their period of service was assumed

to be three months from 20 May. He asked about the prospects of financing

for the second period.

The representative of Denmark said that the Danish contingent consisted

of volunteers on a six months basis so that an extension would present no

technical difficulties and it t~glikely that his Government was prepared to

prolong the service of the Danish contingent at its existing level under the

same conditions.

The representative of New Zealand said that the position of the New

Zealand contingent was the same as that of Austria.



Notes on the meetingz held in the Secretary-Geea'sofc
at 11:30 am. on 22 MaM 1964 to discuss the future of UNFICYP

Present: The Secretary-General.
Ambassador D.O. Hay (Australia)
Ambassador Franz Matsch (Austria)
Ambassador Paul Tremblay (Canada)
Ambassador Hans R. Tabor (Denmark)
Ambassador Ralph Enokefl (Finland)
Ambassador Cornelius Crenrtn (Ireland)
Ambassador F.H. Corner (New Zealand)
Ambassador Sverker C. Astrom (Sweden)
Sir Patrick Dean (U.K.)
Mr. Ralph J. Bunche
Mr. C.A. Stavropoulos
General 1.0. Rikhye
Mr. B.E. Urquhart

The Secretary-General reported on Mr. Oslo Plaza's views about the

Cyprus situation and his reccumendation for a three months' extension of

UNFICYP, This would require the agreement of the participating Governments,

the Governments making financial contribution and members of the Security

Council. Four questions had to be solved.

(1) The decisioniwhich should be reached by the end of May1 whether to extend

UTNFICYP or not.

(2) If the decision was affirmative, for how long would it be extended?

(3) Would financial resources be available?

(4) Would Cyprus., Greece., Turkey and the U.K. agree?

The Secretary-General asked the representatives of the parti~cipating Govern-

ments to ask their Governments to agree to tiuA,6Di V-fe 27 June.

He further asked them for their Governments' views on how long UNFICYP should

be extended and recommended three months. Hle asked them also to ascertain

w,,hether their Governments would maintain their contingents at the present

level.

The Secretary-General exqpressed his condolences to the Ambassador of

Finland for the death of a Finnish soldier in Cyprus on 20 May.

The Secretary-General proposed to have a~round of discussions with the

nations making financial contribution to UNFICYP.

All
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The representative of U.K. posed four questions. (1) WYhat was the

total of contributions received to date? (2) What was the total cost of

the operation up to 27 June? (3) Wh-at would be the estimated cost of

prolonging the Force for three months? (4) What was to be the U.K. share

in the costs jbased on the relative size of the U.K. contribution hitherto?

Sir Patrick Dean further asked whether the Secretaz7-General thought

that progress could be made under the existing mandate or should it be

changed,, for example, to cover the problem of importation of anus into

Cyprus. He further Oxpressed apprehension as to the Turkish reaction

should it be proved that the hostages had been kilied.

The Secretary-General undertook to answer the financial questions by

the end of May. He pointed out that it would be helpful to be informed by

Governments exactly whiat they proposed to bill the United Nations for,

The representative of Ireland asked three questions. (1) Would other

countries be approached for contingents and with wrhat prospects of success?

(2) W1as there any prospect of moving from the system of voluntary financing

of UNFICYP to a general assessment of all members? (3) Would the Greek and

Turkish contingents in Cyprus come under URPICYP command?

The Secretary-General answered that the future composition of the Force s

depend on the Force Conmmander's recommendation and on the decisions of the

Governments presently providing contingents. As regards financing,, this was

a question whichieould only be taken up by the General Assembly when it met

on 10 November. It was his intention to continue negotiations to bring the

Greek and Turkish contingents under the overall command of the Force Commander.

The representative of Sweden asked about the timetable -and in particular

when a rep ort could be expected from the Mediator and when the Secretary-

General would report to the Security Council. The Swedish Government could

not take a formal decision on its contingent until the Security Council had

made a decision and would need about three weeks notice to continue the

contingent. It might be possible for it to take a hypothetical decision

pending the Security Council decision. It was suggested that the Secretary-

General, after his infoxmal consultations, might indicate that an extension

of UNFICYP was probable and ask the representatives to advise their Govern-

ments accordingly, in about the first week of June. It seemed unlikely that
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the Security Council could take up the Cyprus question before about 15 June.

The representative of Finland said that his Government too could only

make a formal decision after the decision of the Security Council.

The Secretary-General said that he did not think that he would be able

to report to the Security Council on Cyprus before about 10 June.

The representative of Sweden said that his Government would a-ppreciate

the Secretary-General's evaluation of the situation at the same time as the

Secre-tary-General's provisional request for extension,

The representative of Canada asked why the Mediator would not be

producing a report before the end ofr the first three months, He also asked

what action the UN could take on the hostage problem.

The Secretary-General replied that there was no period set for the

Mediator' a work and a premature recommendation from him might well prejudice

the discussions in the Security Council, As regards hostages, h-- was in

daily contact with the Force Commander and hoped to take a public stand on

the matter in his report to the Security Council. At present the information

on the subject was too indefinite to take such a stand. It was sugge-sted

that It would be useful in the Secretary-General's report to give the

Mediator's views on the desirability of the prolongation of UNFICYP.

The representative of Austria said that no problem would arise on the

service of the Austrian contingent since their period of service was assumed

to be three months from 20 May. He asked about the prospects of financing

for the second period.

The representative of Denmark said that the Danish contingent consisted

of volunteers on a six months basis so that an extension would present no

technical difficulties and it tlieythat his Government was prepared to

prolong the service of the Danish contingent at its existing level under the

same conditions.

The representative of Klew Zealand said that the position of the New

Zealand contingent was the same as that of Austria.

S. @
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Notes on the meeting held in the Secretary-General's conference room

at 4.30 -P.m. on 12 June 1964 to discuss the future of UNFICYP

Present: The Secretary-General

Representatives of: Australia
Austria
Canada
Denmark
Finland
Ireland
New Zealand
Sweden
United Kingdom

Mr. Ralph J. Bunche
Mr. C.V. Narasimhan
Mr. J. Rolz-Bennett

1. The Secretary-General referred to the forthcoming meeting of

the Security Council on Cyprus and in this connexion raised the ques-

tion of a three mnh' extension of UNFICYP. Closely linked with

the prolongation of UNFICYP was the matter of voluntary contributions

for the purpose of defraying the expenses of the Force. The provi-

sional estimate of the financial obligations for the operation of

UNFICYP during the three months' period ending 27 June 1964 totals

$5,430.,000. If the Force should be extended for a second three months,,

the additional costs would be approximately $7.,300,,000. This increased

amount was due primarily to the anticipated claims of certain govern-

ments providing contingents to the Force ~wdwhat were described as

"tone-.time costs" in respect of equipment and supplies taken to Cyprus.

The four countries mainly interested (Cyprus, Greece., Turkey., the

United Kingdom) had given indication of their willingness to agree

to the extension of UNFICYP for a further period of three months.

The Secretary-General informed the representatives that in

case the Force was extended by the Security Council, a new Commander

would have to be appointed. At the time of his appointment as

Commander of UNFICYP., Lt.-Genl. P.S. Gyani had indicated his inability

for personal reasons to serve beyond 27 June 1964. Approaches had

been made to General K.S. Thimayya., former Chief of the Armyr Staff of

the Indian Army., who was now retired. General Thimayya indicated

he would be willing to serve as Commander if called upon by the

Secretary-General.
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2. Sir Patrick Dean said his Government was agreeable to the

extension of UNFICYPts mandate for a further period of three months.

In fact., the United Kingdom.,Government would be prepared to support

a mandate of indefinite duration for UNFICYP, but of course it

realized this was not possible in the circumstances. The British

Government was prepared to contribute $1 million for the next three

months' period, on the understanding that other countries would con-

tribute as well. Sir Patrick was also certain of a favourable reaction

from his Government to the appointment of General Thimayya. Concerning

the British contingent in UNFICYP., the United Kingdom Government

would prefer not to have any troops participate in the Force., but Sir

Patrick wished to make it clear that his Government would not let the

United Nations down. However,, the United Kingdom would not wish to

contribute more th an l100-1200 troops. Finally, he wished to express

the concern of his Government regarding the importation of arms

into Cyprus.

3. Ambassador Tremblay of Ca&1 said that his Government was

prepared to maintain the Canadian contingent in UNFICYP at the present

strength, subject to the decision that may be taken by the Security

Council. It was vital., he felt., that the United Kingdom contingent

remain as part of UNFICYP and for the British Government to continue

their logistic support of UNFICYP. The Canadian Government was

particularly concerned that the strength of UNFICYP should be main-

tained at a satisfactory level, so as to enable the Force to dis-

charge effectively its mandate. A disquieting factor was the impor-

tation and smuggling of arms into Cyprus, and Ambassador Tremblay

wished to express his Goenmn' concern at the military assistance

which was being rendered to both sides from the outside. He hoped

that in the forthcoming report to the Security Council., the Secretary-

General would make an appeal against the provision of arms to either

side in Cyprus., and that mention would be made of the concern on this

matter expressed by the States providing contingents.

4. The position of Sweden, according to Ambassador Astr6m., was

to follow closely the debate in the Security Council and to examine

whatever resolution was adopted. However., the Swedish military
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authorities, with the approval of the Government,. had already taken

measures to continue Swedish participation in UNFICYP., should the

mandate be prolonged by the Security Council. As there were good

reasons to hope that the participating countries would continue to

provide contingents to the Force,, he would wish to see a reference

to this fact in the forthcoming report by the Secretary-General to

the Security Council. While Sweden had reservations in principle

as to the participation of troops of one of the Permanent Members

of the Security Council in UNFICYP, there seemed to be good practi-

cal reasons to continue to have British troops in the Force. As

regards the question of arms brought into Cyprus., he realized the

legal problems involved; the matter, however., was mainly political.

The Swedish Government was concerned with this question., and he

though there might be value in making reference to the importation

and smuggling of arms in the forthcoming report by the Secretar~y-

General to the Security Council., including a warning to countries

not to provide arms.

5. The representative of Ireland said that his Government had

taken a decision in principle to maintain the Irish troops in UNFICYP

if the Security Council resolution followed similar lines as the one

approved on 4 March 1964. U1NFICYP shouiI have adequate strength to

carry out its functions., and Ireland believed that efforts should be

made to enlist other countries to provide troops. The importation

and smuggling of arms into Cyprus was a disturbing development., and

efforts should be made to halt it.

6. The representative of Denmark stated that he had no more to

say since the last meeting. His Government had taken no final deci-

sion as yetbut would be inclined to continue Denmark's participation

if the Security Council approved the extension of UNFICYP's mandate

and the four countries principally involved agreed to such an

extension. Denmark was concerned about the inflow of arms into

Cyprus, and the Ambassador wished to associate himself with the views

expressed on the matter by previous speakers. As regards the strength

of the Force, Denmark thought it~kould be adequate to meet its task.

Notwithstanding certain reservations of principle concerning the

participation of a Permanent Member of the Security Council in the

Force, the Danish Government felt that in the circumstances there was no

alternative but to have the UK troops as part of UNFICYP.
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7. According to the Austrian representative, his Government

had taken the decision in principle to continue its participation

in UNFICYP., subject to adequate arrangements agreed upon by the

Security Council.

S. The representative of Finland stated that his Government

was prepared to consider favourably its continued participation in

UNFICYP if the Security Council adopted a resolution under similar

conditions as for the first three months.

9. Ambassador Corner of New Zealand-said that New Zealand

was ready to continue providing their civilian police asso required.

10. Australia, too.
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OFFICE OF TM WHITE HOUSE PRESS SECRETARY

THE WHITE, HOUSE

JOINT CO=W4NIQUE OF PREIME
MINISTER INONU OF TURKEY AND
PRESIDENT JOHNSON

Prime Minister Inonu of Turkey and President Johnson have discussed
all aspects of the problem of Cyprus. Both leaders welcomed the
opportunity presented by the Prime Minister's visit at the President's
invitation for a full exchange of views.

The discussion., proceeding from the present binding effects of
existing treaties., covered ways in which present difficulties might
be adjusted by negotiation and agreement. The urgent necessity for
such agreement upon lasting solutions was underlined.

The Prime Minister and the President also considered ways in which
their countries could strengthen the efforts of the United Nations with
respect to the safety and security of the communities on Cyprus.

The cordial and candid conversations of the two leaders strengthened
the broad understanding already existing between Turkey and the United
States.

The President and the Prime Minister expressed their conviction that
their peoples are devoted to common democratic principles, to individual
freedom, to human dignity and to peace in justice.

JUNE 23, 1964
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EMMEDIh.TE RELEASE JUN\E 25, 1964i

OFFICE OF THE WHITE HOUSE PRESS SECRETARY

THE WHITE HOUSE

JOINT COMAEJNIQUE OF PRIMAE
MINISTER PAPANDREOU OF GREECE
AND PRESIDENT JOHNSON

During the visit to Washington of the Prime Minister of Greece
conversations were held. between Mr. George A. Papandreou and. the
Presid~ent of the United. States,, the Secretary of State and. other
officials of the United. States Government.

The conversations, which were cond~ucted. in an atmosphere of
friend~ship and. warm cord~iality, have contributed. to the strengthening
of the close ties between Greece and. the United. States.

The visit provid~ed. the opportunity to the Greek Prime Minister
and. the Presid~ent of the United. States to review various aspects of
the international situation and. to d~iscuss subjects of mutual interest.

The Presid~ent of the United. States and. the Greek Prime Minister
had. a sincere and. useful exchange of views on the Cyprus situation.
Both expressed. full support of the efforts und~ertaken by the Security
Council and. the Secretary General of the United. Nations for the
establishment of peace in the island. and. for rapid~ly find~ing a
permanent solution. The Greek Prime Minister explained. in d~etail
the Greek position on the problem. He emphasized. that a permanent
solution should. be based. upon the principles of d~emocracy and.
justice. The two lead~ers reiterated. their d~etermination to make
every effort to increase the und~erstandaing among Allies.

The Greek Prime Minister expressed. the d~eep appreciation for
the generous support of the United. States Government and. people in
the hard. struggle of the Greek people for their freed~om and. welfare.
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26 June 196Th

Minutes of the Meeting held between the United States
Party and the Secretary-Ge4-neral regarding Cypru

PReesen
Mr. 0. Banl, Under-Secretary Of State The Secretary-General
.Ambassador Stevenson Vw. R. J. Bunche
Ambassadbr Yost Mr. J. BOlz-Bennett
J~fr. II. Cleveland, Assistant Secr~etar of State
Mr. Philips 'Jlbat,. Assistant Secretary of State

i. Mr. Ball recalled the effoarts ratby the United States ever since
the recent crisis on Cyprus broke out. The U.S. bavd consistenatly counselled
restraint. The U.S. on several occasionms bad to use ito influence to restrain
Turkey from exercising tast Turkey regarded as their right of intervent ion i-n
accordance with the Tfreaty' of Guarantee and thley did not know how muach longer
they could succeed in holding Turkey back0 On 5 June the U.S. had received
inforinat ion that Turkey was about to invrade - the Cabinemt had taken the dec is ion
to Invade Cylrus and President Johnson had to appeal very stronglyy to the
Turkish Govenwmiet to stop. This was accomplished, buit at the expense of P1rime
Minister Thonna's political strength, and pressures within Turkey k-ept on
gro*ing for the Goverinent to take more forceful action.

The U.S. was deeply concer-,ned with the deteriorating situation in the
Mastern Mediterranean regarding Cyprus and in the hope of getting Turkey avd Ctreece
to agree to direct talks between thme, President Johnson had invitedPrm
Miiser Iou L an Xh Ppandreou to come to Washington. The U.S. Governmnent thought
that, the best method available vouJA be to bring tie two patties together with
some U.S. representative to act as a "catalyst 5 . The Gzovernaents of Turkey and
Qreece would each appointu a representative enjoying the confidence of the

gwerwmtor the respective Primo Hinisters to meet with the U.S. represenxtative
at a place mutually agreed upon. Because of his earlier association with Turkey
wad Greece at the time of the TmDoctrine, it vas thought that Mr. Dean
-Achescn would be the U.S. representeatve In the best, posItion to bring about
some results in the talks. Camp 171vid. had been suggested as the site for the
meetings, simply because it vasnelue while att the same time permitting gyood
cowmnuications for the reprsentatives; with their respective embassies in
Washington. The P~rime Mfinister% of Tur'key had been entirely agreeable to such
prooedure and even eager to accept it. Prime Minister Phan&..ou had raised
objections?. in the first pla-ce he had made public stattements to the effect that
hie would not siAt down with Turkish representatives to discuss the Qyprus question,
since the Greek position vas just and therefcrre there was nothing to negotiate.
Underlying the Qreek posit ion vas -their belief that time was working is- favour
of the "QGreek solution" and that the U.S. would continue to be able to stop Turkey
f~rom invding Cyigrus.

The U.S. tried to disabu-se the Prime Minister of Grweece of this belief,. as in
fact it was3 not in a p 'sit ion to stop Turkeyr indefinitely from landaing, in Cyprus.
The U.S. mas unable to persud Prime Mi1nt ter Papandreun. He would not agree 'to
the U.S. proposal1s. ,oee. he had Indicated that he was prepared to assist the
U.N. Mediator and therefore woul~d respond to an Inveitation fore the Mediator Ito
appotnt, a representative, for the purpose of' holding discussions with the represen-
tative Of Turkey.
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The U. S. Government vwndere whether the SerextarynGonecral felt it
would be possible for the WL 'fJ1tldiator to0 invite Greace and Turkey to
appoint represen - tatives to meet somewhere In Europe. The M4ediator wouald
also, without publicity, invite a distinguished internatioenl lawyer
(Mfr. Achoson) to help In the talks vith the re'presentatives.~ In closing,
Vtr. Bell wished to emphasize that the sesnse of urgency had not dirdinishied
but rather inrasda a result of the talks in Washington.

2_ The Secroteary"Ceneral stated that the Mediator was empowered
byf the resolutiona Of the security Council datted 14 Ahrch 19 6L to invite any
of the parties mentioned in npararap 7 of the resolution for talks as a
Me=n Of rromotin&_ a final solution, and an agreed settleannt of the problenu
confrontinkg Cyprus. DOe felt, however, that the incluzion of a U.S.
representative (Mr. Acheson) In the talks would lead to difficulties.

If the Mediator felt it necessary and advisable, it was leaitimate
for him to invite representatives of' the interested parties to discuss the
problam. Phe was free to discuss the matter with any representativc of the

partes entinedIn the resolution.

Shul he Me of Tu~rky and Greece so agree, the A di ator could
invite representatives of both parties to hold talks separately or jointly.
Ithe representatives thus appointed by Turley end Greece uould bec free,, of
course, t o met vith representatives of ether governments interested in
the p~robiein , including a representative of the U3.S

The Secretary-General also ra±ised the question as to what the attitude
of the Gcswerninerrt of Cyprus 1would be In the case of their not being invited
to the t010.

According to t'. Balal, the 11lediator hzed already inade knco. n his own
A=ew to both Turkey anrd Greece anz.d the W.S. hadt been binfornd by the) 114
Of Turkey tht&, he was_ not in1 a poW&tin to agree with the stand taken by
No. Tacimioja. This was one of the reasn why V it VMS felt tha11t the presenace
of a renroientative of the U0. S1;ul e, so vital for the success of Ithe
talks. While the I.S. did. not disagree with the views of the Mediator, it
had nrot taken any stand concerningte soluxtion of the Cyprus problem and.
the-refore wams in a better position to use its influence both with TurKey
end with Greece.

In this connezion, M~r. Ball felt tbhat+ it wsas after 1±&. Tuovmioja had
conveyed to the TM4 of Turkey his views as to the final solution (Enosis
with adequate compensation for Turkey) "that the Governm-ent of Turkey had,
deOde to invade Cyprua on 5 dAne 1964.

The Secretary-General empohasized that the Mediators by the resolution
of the Security Councll, was enjoined to deal with the representatives of
the Governments of Cyprus, Grewc, Turkey and the Tlfted Kingdom, as wall
as with the representatives of the conmmunities tn Cyprus and he could not



avoid the feeling t~hat there mould be danazgingr political. repercus'sions in
the $ditrpermitting a neeting; with only tuvo o'f the rparties and4 in having
a represenative of tho U.S~. Gocvernrment to the talks. There were bound. to
be nnrorbereactions frota the Qrprusm Govcrnment and one could also

forseethe reaction Of other goex~ncas well.

It. B3all indicated that indirect participatton of a U.S. representative
would not produce any positive result and i~t was essential. that suach a'

roice en atveshould be broueght into thea talks and associated in1 some
cpacity with the Heito.le doubted Twhether the Govern~met of G~reece

vould agree to etigwirth re-presentatives of Turwkey end tehe U.S. uzless
all met, under the Latr

The Secreterwy--Gleneral repliUed that he couldI not advise the M~ediator-
to in'vite a, rereenatv of the1 U.S.,. or for that matter., of any G-overm-
ment not mento-ned in the rsltoto participate in such a discussion.

Alt th-is stage, the Secaretary--General had to -leave the meeting to greet
t'he, ThPixie PMiniter of Greece.
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SG meeting IJNFICYP group - Tuesday, 15 September 1964, 12.15 p.m., 3i8th floor

7e

C4,anada-

v United Kingdom - Sir Patrick Dean

Ireland -Amb. Crimins

SSweden - Amb. Astrom, Mr. liedin

,,,,,Australia - Mr. McCarthy

,ý_-'New Zealand -Amb. Corner, Mr. Brown

I Finland - Anib. Enekell and possibly Mr. K~arilho

Denmark - Amb. Tabor

SAustria - Mr. Backes, Dr. Hennig

,,- The Secretary-General

J Dr. Ralph J. Bunche - Mr. Brian Urquhart will attend

SMajor General I. J. Rikhye

Mr. Jos4 Rolz-Bennett

Mr. C. A. Stavropoulos
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Notes on meetin with re resentatikves of_ countries Drovidim
contingents and police to-UNFICYP, held in the Secretary-General's

Conference Room at 12:15 R.m., on Tuesday1 15 September 1964

The Secretary-General summarized the current situation and asked if

contributing countries would agree to continue to provide contingents for

a further three months should the Security Council decide to extend TINFICYP.
The Secretary-General also informed the representatives of the message from

Archbishop Makarios concerning, ine ala. the amnesty and the lifting of

the economic blockade.

The representative of the United Kingdom said that his Government

would continue for another three months to provide contingent at the same

level as heretof or, provided this was acceptable to all parties. On the

financial question, his Government felt strongly that as many members as

possible should be persuaded to contribute, but it was willing to put up

another million dollars itself on the understanding that the United States

would also make a similar contribution. His Government agreed with the

Secretary-General's proposal on paragraph 232 of the report concerning

clarification of the mandate. He also welcomed the message from Archbishop

Makarios. He felt it essential that a replacement be found for Mr. Galo

Plaza as well as for the Mediator.

The representative of Canada said that he had no definite instructions

on further Canadian participation, but felt that a positive response was

very likely. He expressed appreciation of the latest report to the

Security Council on Cyprus.

The representative of Denmark foresaw that his Government's reaction

on an extension of the Danish contingent would be positive.

The representative of Ireland felt that it was probable that the Irish

contingent would be extended and pointed out that the contingent was due

for rotation in mid-October.

The representative of Sweden had no formal instructions on the

extension of the Bwedish contingent, but stated that technical preparations

I
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were being made to this end. He asked whether the use of force by UNFICYP

was still within the framework of self-defense and received a positive

arW3wer.

The representative of Finland said that there, was already a new con-

tingent for UNFICYP in training in Finland.

The representative of Australia said that his Government would continue

to provide a police contingent.



15 Septemiber 19641

Note for the meeting with the countries providing
Contingents and Police to UNFICYP

1. Review latest developments since submission of report;

a. Supplies to Kokkina
b. Decision by Cyprus Government lifting economic restrictions.,

indicating enactment of amnesty; removal of all armed posts
by both sides

c. Financial assistance by the Government to Turkish Cypriots
d. Acceptance of suggestions on the part of UNFICYP concerning

practical security measures contributing to pacification ce-
of the i "d- d.

2. Intimation tkdt additional report may be submitted by tomorrow to
Secco updating information.

3~. Although SecGen does not specifically recommend or request continuation
of UNFICYP, report clearly implies that continued presence of UNFICYP
is almost essential. Therefore, in theeventuality of Secco
recommending ext~nsion of Force., SecGen would wish to know whether
countries providing contingents and police to UH'FICYP would be
peepared to continue their participation, for another three-month
period and on the same basis for the two previous periods.

4. Financial situation

5. Freedom of movement

6. Turkish contingent rotation

7.* Mediation



29 March 1965

1215 h. meeting with countries providing contingent~s

1. List the countries which have confirmed the
continued participation of their contingents.

2. Thank them for their very valuable co-operation.

5. After careful consideration, there was no
alternative but to recommend another extension
of the Force until 26 June 1965. IJNFICYP has
achieved, in a large measure, its objectives
as regards prevention of fighting and the
maintenance of law and order. Much remains
to be done for a complete return to normality.

'4. UNFICYP is actively seeking the agreement of the
Cypriot Government arnd the Turkish Cypriot
leadership on certain initiatives towards a
speedier return to normality. These initiatives
contemplate a withdrawal of armed personnel
manning the positions erected by both sides,
and an eventual dismantling of fortifications
other than those essential for the external
defence of Cyprus.

5. Talks to this effect have been held here with
Foreign Minister K~iprianou and in Nicosia. It
is early to forecast the results of these
efforts, but they will be pursued vigorously.
In addition,- arrangements continue to be made
in the economic field, especially in order to
keep the economy of the country running.

6. Rotation of the Turkish Contingent. After my
appeal to President Makarios, the Cypriot
Government agreed to the rotation,, which will
take place today. In fact, due to the time
difference,, it should already have taken place.



STATUS OF REAPLIE!S FROM COUNTRIES

Country

Australia

Austria

Canada

Denmark

Finland

Ireland

New Zealand

Sweden

U. K.

Formal
Acceptance

informal
Acceptance

*1 I

Written.

Written.

Written.

Written.

Written.

Written.

Written,

29 March

23 March

29 March

23 March

22 March

26 March

Recommended, but
awaiting Government
approval.

Offer made during
Security Council
meeting 19 March
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Strength of UNFICYP as at 13 March 1965

Militar

Austria
Canada
Denmark
Finland
Ireland
Sweden
U. K.

45
1109

986
927

1061
827

1006

Police

Australia
Austria
Denmark
New Zealand
Sweden

39
34
40
20
40 TOTAL: 1a7

GRAND TOTAL: 6134

TOA:/961

A



29-111-65

MetnCwt ontributos

1. Thank them for their past contributions,
wir~hch have made possible the maintaining
of the Force in Cyprus.

2. While much remains to be done for a full
return to normality in Cyprus, the Force
has contributed significantly to avoid
fighting and to assist in the maintenance
of law and order.

3. By its resolution of 19 March 1965, the
Secco extended the stationing of UNFICYP
for another 3 months., up to 26 June 1965.

4. The estimated costs for this further
period are $ 6,425,000. An updated list
of pledges and contributions, as of today,
is being made available to those present
at the imeeting.

5. Appeal for cont~ributions. (Letters to
all menber States and to States having
Observers will be mailed today)

C .



1. In the Sozret'axy Genoralt a reports to the ;2cuxity cmunzs; 3.

the United Nations opwration jx Qr-p:2nu~ ittd A! Va1brch 1965 Q</6222),

it va's stated that tbt'rtyf4'vn 'nr-irts, P&Hc.hii four- runvnrAzzr

States,. h!wd plct;1:gexs in ctseh on in kind tatnaiwg thQ e'jt2Jalent

of WOOX miillion (IXSC to ftrnano The ooatz payable by the organiza-

tion for the oaromtiori' and nl\nPeofI tho £or'ao in Cyprmn thrwvgh

26 March 1965. 5uec'two tac vdititonul pJedods, totalfatg

P,1(6nn hn:!o been raotevd to cover cstsi iscmrnd up to Vt1 CtOdt

and two plelges totalling up to A mvillion (Uýs&) hava been :nceizsd

in respect if the Orginizattionts a onrnsý:- J i'sy the Force durlij th3

period 27 Ma~rch 1965 th~rough 26 jun- 2.9&"5.

2. A listing of the pledges recetrc'li-d :t.s at 29 M~arch 1965 to the

00000 UNiFICY? Special Account !v annexed here-,,o
A The WOtRKte costs eyable by thes CrjvnizitLticn for the cperation
and muaintenance of the Force in 3yprus 2c~r the iflfbas month ; oriod
from 27 March 196k through 26 Ju'ae 79¾5 tota~l t*o Eq'

4
PI- z' $W:,0253000

This estimate does not WHOud the costs, 7effor:Že to in tho *Eacretavy=-
Ceneralt a report o? 11. Mach 1965, 1'Iich sctogmest:1 rthr
cont~igents or serv4cac to the Force have ý'oluntv,-ce red to Wear at their
own expense0

4o The amount plediged to the 1WFIC!Y Slc~L cunt to datfa tota-In
the equivalent of 0,;3,757o 933 (NO.) or a1.p~rx',Latn~y 4$32,267JfJ0 lcmq.,
than the total estimated cst of the For-cc aayaibis by thu Og ii-ton



PULEDGES TO THE HNFIC¶..P SPECIATýL k2007S OF 2 U

(in US dollar equivaient~i)

Government

Australi

Austraia

B3elgium

Cambodia

Cyprus

Denmark

pttland
Osiusny (Federal Re~public of)

Greece

Iran

Israel

Italy

Ivory Coast

Japan

Korea (Republic of)

Liberia

Libya

Luxembourg

Malaysia

Malta

Morocco

Nepal

Netherlands

New Zealand

Nigeria

Norway

Pakistan

Sweden

Swtzerlend

Trinidad and Tobago

Turkey

United Kingdom

Amount Pledved

2-7 March 1964-
26 March 1965r-

42-1475
iL6o, cooo
141r,669

600

22800G00

300,000

25,9000

2.000,000

2v050,0000

109000

10,7000

249,514.7

10:,000

300.,000

13,000

3V000

15.,0OW
20, 000

2,v500

700

10,W00

400

4-38,000,

42r,000

2,800

219-q,190

22600

460.,000

300,ý000

2410.0

300.900M

45175,452

For the Period

27 March 1965-~
26 Jrani 1965

i 3o o

00 0 0 of



2Gove.,en Maount Pled~gtd For t~he Purz,.co

27 March 1964- 27 Plarch 19,65-
26 march 1L965 26 Junea 1965

United States' of America

Venezuela
Viet-Namu

S, 60ooo 0

1:;000

1LOCO

20.9757.,933

2,9000,Otfl

3sO00,00-,



Meeting with Ambassadors of Countries providing
contingents to URICI'IG - SG Conference Room

17 January 1967 at i>I

-- - -- - - -- - --t- - -- - --i- - -- - -

Austraia

Australia
Can~ada

Denmand

Fineland

Ire~ eland

NewZedeand

United Xingdom

Secretariat

-m-

Mr. Turner"

Mr. McCaw

Mr. Urqjuhart

A



13 Januar'y 1967

To The Permanent Representative of Canada
to the United Nations

The Secretary-Oeneral asks you to attend

a short but important meeting of representatives

of Governmients providing contingents for UWflCYP

at 3030 p.m. on T'uesday,, 17 January, in the

Secretary-General'sa Conference R.oom, 38th floor,

United Nations Secretariat Building.

Same note sent to Perm.Rep. of Australia
Austria
Denmark
Finland
Ireland
New Zealand
Sweden
UK

cc: SG --
JRB
RJB'



,Meeting with the Representatives of Countries Providing

Contingents to UWFICYP, 17' January 1967 at 1215 h.

1. Thank the countries providing contingents to UNFICYP for their

continued support.

2. General situation in Cyprus continues basically as described

in the last Report to the Security Council and its addendum.

3. Greco-Turkish dialogue. Very little is known about it, and

there is no information as to whether dialogue will be resumed after

recent formation of the caretaker Government in Greece.

4i. Careful and active consideration being given to finding a

successor to Mr. Bernardes.

5. If questions are asked about the recent importation of arms,

the Representatives may be informed about the Secretary-General' s

initiative of 10 January 1967 and President Makariost response to it.



Meeting held by the Secretary-C

with representatives of countries

contingents and/or police units tc

Friday,, 24 November 1967, 12:0(
Secretary-General's Conferenc(

Australia

~eneral

providing

LINFICYPj,

noon,

Room (c'

Amb. Patrick Shaw

U �i ,'IA-1.

Amb* Kurt Waldheim

Ambe George Ignatieff
Mr, Vernon George Turner
Lt, Col,, Harold Allen Trimble

Amb. Otto R. Borch
Mr, Skjold G, Mellbin
Mr, Torben Gottschalck Ditbmer

Amb. Max Jakobson,

Amb, Cornelius C, Cremin

Ambe Sverker Co Astrom

-aý

Austria

Canada

Denmark

Finland

Ireland

Sweden



MEETING ON 4~ DECEMBER 1967 AT 4I:oo P.M. IN THE SECRETARY-GENERAL'S CONFERENCE ROOM

Austria

Australia

Canada

Denmark

Finland

Ireland

Sweden

United Kingdom

Ambassador Waldheim and Dr. A.J. Prohaska

Mr. Miller

Ambassador Ignatieff and Mr. Turner

Ambassador Borch and Mr. Melibin

Ambassador Jakobson and Mr. Cawen

Ambassador Cremin and Mr. Small

Ambassador A~strom and Col. Hultgren

Lord Caradon and Sir Leslie Glass

Secretariat

The Secretary-General

Mr. Bunche

Mr. Nesterenko

Mr. Rolz-Bermett

Mr. Turner

Mr. Vaughan

Mr. McCaw

Mr. Urquhart

Mr. Liu

Colonel Koho



Meeting held by the Secretary-General with the Representatives of

countries providing contingents/police units to UNFICYP, 13 March 1968,
Secretary-General' s Conference Room, 1100 hours

Australia

Austria

Canada

Denmark

Finland

Ireland

Sweden

United Kingdon

Aanb. P. Shaw, Mr. W.G.T. Miller

Dr. W.R. Backes

Amb. G. Ignatieff, Mr. V.G. Turner

Anib. 0. R. Borch, Mr. S.G. Meilbin

Mr. M. Cawen

Ainb. C.C. Cremin, Mr. P.F. Fewer

Ainb. S. C. Astr~5m, Col. B. Hilltgren

Lord Caradon, Sir Leslie Glass

The

Mr .

Mr.

Mr.-

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Secretariat

Secretary-General

R.J. Bunche

A.E. Nesterenko

J. Rolz-Bennett

B. Turner

D. Vaughan

W. McCaw

B. Urquhart

F. T. Liu



Meeting held by the Secretar:y-General with the Representatives of
countries providing contingents/police units to UNFICYP. 10 June 1968,

Secretary-General's Conference Room. 1530 hours

AUSTRALIA

AUSTRIA

CANADA

DENMARK

FINLAND

IRELAND

SWEDEN

UNITED KINGDOM

Amb - P. Shaw, Mr. W. G. T. Miller

Dr. W.R. Backes

Amb. P.A. Beaulieu,, Mr. V.G. Turner,
Lt.-Col. J.E.K. Faulkner

Amb. 0.R. Borch,- Mr. S.G. Mellbin

Amb. Max Jakobson, Mr. M. Caw~n

Amb. 0.0. Cremin, Mr. P.F. Power

Amb. S.C. Astrb5m, Col. B. HfUltgren

Mr. D.H.T. Hildyard, Col. H.J. Sweeney

SECRETARIAT

The Secretary-General

Mr. R.J. Bunche

Mr. A.E. Nesterenko

Mr. J. Rolz-Bennett

Lt.-Genl. A.E. Martola

Mr. B.F. Osorio-Tafall

Mr. B. Turner

Mr. D. B. Vaughan

Mr. W. McCaw

Mr. B. Urquhart

Mr. F. T. Liu



Meeting held. by the Secretary-General- with the Representatives of
countries Droviding contingents/ fpolice units to t3NFICYP,11 ue 98

Secretar~y-Generalls Conference Room, 1600 hours

AUSTRALIA-

AUSTRIA

CANADA

D Mi\1ARIC

FINL~AND

IRELAN~D

SVWEDN

UNITED KINGDOM

Ainb. P. Shaw, M1r.W.G.T. Miller

Dr. W.R. Backes

Ainb. P.A. Beaulieu, Mr. V.G. Turner,
Lt.-Col. J.E.K. Faulkner

Anab. 0.R. Borch, Mr. S.G. Mfellbin

Amb. Max Jakobson, Mr. N. Cawe~n

Anmb. C.C. Cremin, Mr. P.F. Power

Anib. S.C. Astram, Col. B. Hultgren

Mr. D.H.T. Hild~yard, Col. H.J. Sweeney

SECRBTARIAT

The Secretary-General

Mr. R.J. Bunche

Mr. A.E. Nesterenko

Mr. J4. Rolz-Bennett

Maj.-Gen. A.E* Martola

Mr. B.F. Osorio-Taf~all

Mr. Bo Turner

Mr. D.B, Vaughan

Mr. W. McCaw

Mr. B. Urquhart

Mr. F.T. Liu

Mr. G. Sherry



Aide memoire for the meeting of countries providing contingents to UI\TFICYP

In accordance with the established practice, this meeting has been called

for the purpose of exchanging views with the representatives of countries

providing contingents to UNFICYP, prior to the meeting of the Security Council

which in all likelihood will take place on 18 June;

1. There is no alternative, in my view, but to recommend the extension of

UNFICYP for another period. While I have generally favoured a six-month

extension, I am inclined on this occasion to recommend a three-month extension.

I should like to request your respective countries to continue their

support by maintaining their contingents in UI'FICYP, if the Security Council

agrees to the extension that I will recommend in my report. My report to the

Council, by the way, will be circulated within the next two days.

2. I deem it my duty to inform you that the financial situation regarding

UI'FICYP has continued to deteriorate. The deficit now amounts to $8,722,000.

I view this continuously growing deficit with grave concern, as it becomes

clear that the ability of the Organization to meet its obligations to Members

providing contingents and to third parties is in serious jeopardy.

3. The political atmosphere in Cyprus has continued to improve, although

perhaps not at the same pace as in the immediately previous period. One major

positive development has been the initiation of talks between representatives of

the Greek and Turkish Cypriot communities. After long and difficult negotiations

conducted by Mr. Osorio-Tafall the parties agreed to a formula whereby the contacts

between Mr. Clerides, representing the Greek Cypriot community, and Mr. Denktash,

representing the Turkish Cypriot community, would take place in Beirut to discuss

the procedural arrangements for their talks in Nicosia. The contacts in Beirut

have now concluded and the talks will reconvene in Cyprus on 24 June in the

presence of Mr. Osorio-Tafall who will thereafter be at the disposal of the

parties should. his presence be required..

(Call on Osorio-Tafall to give further explanations about the political

situation in Cyprus and the talks.)

4. As you no doubt recall, the resolution adopted by the Security Council on

18 March 1968 stated in paragraph 3, inter alia, that the Force was extended
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for a further period of three months "in the expectation that by then sufficient

progress towards a final solution will make possible a withdrawal or substantial

reduction of the Force". In view of the serious financial situation concerning

UPTWICYP and the improved atmosphere in Cyprus, both the Commander of the Force

and my Special Representative have been carefully studying the possibility of

meeting the desire of the Security Council by effecting some reduction in the

strength of the Force. They have been in close contact with me and my colleagues

at Headquarters on this matter. In view of the importance of the matter,

however, I thought it necessary to request Hr. Osoric-Tafall and General Martola

to come to Headquarters, and we have had very detailed discussions. Our careful

examination of the question has led us to feel that the wishes of the Security

Council could be met by effecting a staggered reduction of 25% of the strength

of the Force, without impairing its effectiveness. This phased reduction could take

place at the times of the various rotations of contingents, provided the Force is

extended beyond next September. It could also be effected earlier if circumstances

would so permit. However, before taking a decision on the matter, I wish to consult

with the representatives of the countries providing contingents and to hear their

views and advice. In putting the question to you, I wish to assure you that I

have given the most careful consideration to the contemplated reduction, weighing

all the factors involved. I should also like to recall that the strength of

TJNFICYP has been considerably reduced in the past and from a peak strength of

about 7,000 men, the Force stands now at 4,300. These reductions have been

effected as circumstances permitted and have been reflected in my successive reports

to the Council in the sections dealing with the composition and strength of the

Force.

General Martola and Mir. Osorio-Tafall will be happy to provide any further

clarification on this point that you may wish to have.



Meeting to be held by the Secretary-General
Fridgay, 6 December 1968, at 3.30 p.m.

in the Secretary-General's Conference Room

Austria

Australia

Canada

Denmark

Finland

Ireland

Sweden

United Kingdom

- Ambassador Hayrmerle

- Ambassador Shaw, Mr. Miller

- Ambassador Ignatieff, Mr. Turner

- Ambassador Borch, Mr. Melibin, one other

- Ambassador Jakobson

- Ambassador Cremin

- Mr. Orn

- Lord Caradon, Mr. Hildyard, Colonel Sweeney

Secretariat

Secretary-General

Dr. Bunche

Mr. Kutakov

Mr. Rolz-Bennett

Mr. Turner

Mr. Vaughan, Mr. Lansky

Mr. McCaw

Mr. Urquhart

Mr. Liu

Mr. Sherry

Colonel Koho



Notes for the meeting with the countries
providing contingents to UNFICYP,
on 6 December 1968, at 15.30 hours

1. Opening of the meeting.

2. Thanks to the governments of the countries providing contingents to
UNFICYP for their continued support of this important peace-keeping operation.

3. The report to the Security Council was circulated yesterday afternoon
as document S/8914. It is expected that the Security Council will meet to
consider this report on Tuesday, 10 December, at 10.30 a.m. Indications are
that the meeting will be brief, and perhaps the matter can be disposed of
in one meeting.

4. Of particular interest to the countries providing contingents will be
the recommendation contained in the chapter of the report on observations to
the effect that the mandate of UNFI GYP should be extended for a further
period of six months. This recommendation is based primarily on the unanimous
and unqualified advice of the Secretary-General' s Special Representative,
Mr. Osorio-Tafall and the Force Commander, General Martola. Cyprus, Greece
and Turkey are also in favour of a six-month extension. Mr. Osorio-Tafall
and General Martola weighed carefully a three-month versus a six-month
extension, and concluded that a six-month extension was clearly more advisable
in the present circumstances. The Secretary-General hopes that the Governments
concerned will find it possible to continue their contingents for the next period.

Members also may be interested to know that the reduction of 25 per cent
in the strength of the Force has been carried out without any impairment in
the effectiveness of the Force to carry out its mandate.

5. As stated in the report, the inter-communal talks between Messrs. Clerides
and Denktash are continuing. While good progress was made during the first
phase of the talks, the pace has since slowed down somewhat due to the fact
that discussions have now turned to more difficult and sensitive issues. What
is particularly encouraging, however, is, in the first place, that the
atmosphere surrounding the talks continues to be excellent and relations
between Messrs. Clerides and Denktash are easy and friendly. Secondly, both
privately and publicly, the two negotiators, as well as leaders of the
governments of Cyprus, Greece and Turkey, have reiterated their sincere
desire to reach a solution. While it would be naive to overlook the
difficulties that lie ahead, there is a widely shared feeling that on this
occasion there is a genuine willingness by the parties to reach an agreement.

6. Once again, serious concern must be expressed about the deficit which,
although not having grown during the period, remains at the very serious
level of $8,090,000.



NOTES FOR MEETING WITH COUNTRIES PROVIDING CONTINGENTS TO UNFICYP

2 June 1969

1. Purpose of' meeting: Exchange of' views with representatives of' countries

providing contingents to UNFICYP, with special reference to question of' mand.ate

extension.

Current mandate expires 15 June 1969. Secretary-General' s report to be

circulated by 4i June. Security Council to meet afternoon of 9 June.

2. Milit~ay situation: Generally quiet, with striking reduction in number of

firing incidents. However., tension continues, especially in areas of' confrontation,

requiring constant watchfulness and, as necessary, intervention by UNFICYP to

maintain calm.

35. Intercommunal talks: Main hope for lasting peace, as distinct from present

truce.

Limited agreement reached on certain points, including establishment of' two

sub-committees to deal with independent authorities and electoral system.

However, no substantive results yet on basic issues, particularly regarding

the key question of' local administration (or autonomy), which is now being considered.

4i. Sceary-Geneals approach: Conveyed to Governments directly involved his

deep concern at slow rate of' progress of' talks. Pointed out that passage of time

may hamper rather than facilitate a settlement, and make it increasingly dif'ficult

to maintain UN Force in the Island.

Secretary-General's concern is shared by parties., but their analyses of'

causes of' present situation differ considerably.

5. Extension of' mandate: All parties have made clear that they f'avour continued

stationing of' UN Force in Cyprus. Return to climate of' violence would undo hopes

of' peaceful settlement. Greek and Turkish Governments have indicated preference

for six-month extension. Cyprus Government endorses six months.

6. In light of' the views of' parties and of situation relating to intercommunal

talks, I am inclined to recommend six-month extension, but before doing so, I wish

to hear th9'(iews, of' the countries providing contingents. This is one of' the main

reasons f'or present meeting.

It is also my intention, in view of the quiet situation in the Island, to

give active consideration to a further gradual reduction in the strength of' the

Force (In line with recommendations which I expect the Force Commander to submit
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to me shortly)

In addition, I propose to discuss with Mr. Osorio-Tafal]. - who will

come to Headquarters on the occasion of the Security, Council on Cyprus -

and with other appropriate officials,, ways and means of reducing the

costs of UNFICYP. L.ý ý a- t* 1 IL 1 ; - '-ýý ý

7. Financial situation: Gives cause for concern. Deficit now at very

serious level of $8,060,000.



Meeting to be held by the Secretary-General
Monday 2 June 1969. at 3.30 p.m.

in the Secretary-General's Conference Room
on UNFICYP

Australia

Austria

Canada

Denmark

Finland

Ireland

Sweden

United Kingdom

- Ambassador Shaw, Mr. Miller

- Ambassador Haymerle, Mr. Ifolte

- Ambassador Beaulne,, Lt. Colonel Falkner

- Ambassador Borch,

- Ambassador Jakobson, Mr. Pastinen

- Mr. Power, Mr. Connolly

- Ambassador AstrZbm,. Colonel Hultgren, Mr. 3rn

- Lord Caradon,, Mr. Parsons, Colonel Towe

Secretariat

Secretary-General

Dr. Bunche

Mr. Kutakov

Mr. Rolz-Bennett

Mr. Turner

Mr. Vaughan, Mr. Lansky

Mr. McCaw

Mr. Urquhart

Mr. Liu

Mr. Sherry

Colonel Koho
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Meeting to be held by the Secretary-General
Friday 5 December 1969. at 3.30 p*m.

in the Secretary-General' s Coniference Room
on UNFICYP

Australia

Austria

Canada

Denmark

Finland

Ireland

Sweden

United Kingdom

- Ambassador Shaw, Mr. Miller

- Ambassador Haymerle, Mr. Wolte

- Ambassador Beaulne, Mr. Hearn,
Lt. Colonel Falkner

- Ambassador Borch, Mr. Dithmer

- Ambassador Jakobson

- Ambassador Cremin, Mr. Power

- Ambassador Astr~5m, Colonel Hultgren

- Lord Caradon, Colonel Toye

Secretariat

Secretary-General

Dr. Bunche

Mr.* Kutakov

Mr. Rolz-Bennett

Mr. Vaughan,, Mr. Lansky

General Martola

Mr. McCaw

Mr. Urquihart

Mr. Liu

Mr. Gorg6

Colonel Koho

Mr. Sherry



V
Notes for Secretary-General' s meeting with representatives

of Governments providing contingents for UNFICYP
Friday, 5 December 1969, 3:30 p.m.

The purpose of this brief meeting is, as has been the custom, to

meet with Permanent Representatives of Governments providing contingents

for the United Nations Force in Cyprus and to ascertain whether their

Governments are likely to be willing, should the Security Council extend

the mandate of UNFICY? for a further period af'six months, to continue to

provide contingents for the Force.

You will have noted from my report to the Security Council, which

was circulated yesterday as document S/9521, that I have felt obliged

once more to recommend a further six months' extension. I hope very

much, therefore, that all the Goverrnments now providing contingents

will be willing to continue to do so.

I am partiuularly glad that it has been possible for General Martola,

the Commander of UNFICYP, to be present at this meeting. As you know

from my announcement on 28 November, General Martola. will be relinquishing

his command at his own request later this month, and I am glad in this

group to pay tribute to his devoted service in the past three and a half

years and to the very great contribution which he, as Force Commander,

has made to the efforts of the United Nations to improve the situation

in Cyprus. Although I fully understand his reasons, I shall be very

sorry to see him leave the service of the United Nations.
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Notes for meeting with Permanent Representatives of Denmark,
Finland and Sweden, on Friday, 30 January 1970. at 4 p2.m.

When we last met on 18 December 1969 we agreed that I would be in

touch with you again as soon as I had the opinion of the Force Commander

in Cyppus, Major-General Prem. Chand, and of my Special Representative,

Mr. Osorio-Tafall, on the suggestions made jointly by you here that the

three Nordic contingents serve concurrently in Cyprus and should consist

of units of a strength of approximately 270 officers and men each. I

asked the Force Commander and my Special Representative to study this

proposal within the framework of the suggestions made by the Secretariat

survey team and to let me know whether in their opinion this change in

UNFICYP's composition would present them with any insuperable problems.

We received their reply in mid-January, but, as you know, I was away

in Africa and therefore could not take up this matter with you before

today. The UNFICYP authorities agree that the new proposals are entirely

acceptable, and in the light of other suggestions made by the Secretariat

survey team they have made the necessary plans to put them into effect

when instructed to do so by me. I now intend, following this consultation,

to tell the Force Commander that he may go ahead with the necessary

preparations to put into effect the proposed reorganization of UNFICYP.

The Force Commander assumes that this change will not affect the

number of personnel from the three Nordic countries employed at UNFICYP

Headquarters or the supporting units such as military police. I understand

this to be a correct assumption. For planning purposes he has taken the

figure of 273 as the ceiling for future unit strength of each of the three

Nordic contingents and has worked out a standard skeleton organization
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for such units, which I believe may be of assistance to your military

authorities in making the proposed changes in strength. I am, therefore,

giving you informally the Force Commander's suggestions on organization,

as we agreed that I should do the last time we met.

We are assuming that the three Nordic contingents will each be

commanded by a lieutenant colonel. This is also the Force Commander's

strong preference. You will recall that at our last meeting it was

suggested that it aW be possible to set up a joint logistics organization

to service the three contingents. The Force Commander has examined this

suggestion but has come to the conclusion that in the existing circumstances

in Cyprus such a combined logistics unit would not, in fact, effect any

useful economy or increase in efficiency.

The actual reductions in strength will, of course, have to be effected

during the forthcoming rotation periods. It will clearly be too late to

make any changes in the rotation of one-third of the Finnish contingent

which is due to commence in late January, but the Force Commander suggests

that at the time of the Finnish rotation in late April it should be

possible to return to Finland a double number of Finnish personnel. As

regards rotation of the other Nordic contingents, it will be necessary to

make detailed arrangements here with the Field Operations Service as to

the way in which the reductions in strength are to be effected.

I very much hope that t1hese arrangements will be found to be in line

with the views of your Governments. I would like to say once again how

much I appreciate the very helpful and understanding attitude of the three

Nordic Goverrments to the suggestions we have made and their willingness

to co-operate with us in putting them into effect.

dill



SUGGESTED ESTABLISHMENT AND TABLE OF ORGANIZATION

OF A UN BATTALION

STRENGTH 273 PERSONNEL

BN Hq

6 officers (1 Lt.Col., 3 Majors, 2 Lts.)
6 Other Ranks (ORs)

2 trucks 3/4i ton

2 trucks 1/4 ton

Adm Sect

5 Officers*

8 ORB

1 truck
3/4 ton

2 trucks
1/4 ton

Maint. SuppJl and
Transport Sect

2 Officers

18 O~s

3 lorries
3 trucks

3/4 ton
2 trucks

1/4 ton

Sig~ Sect

1 Officer

6 O~s

1 truck
5/4 ton

1 truck
1/4 ton

EMgr Sect

8 O1~s

Ltrucks
3/4 ton

Mled Sect Rif le
P1

Rifle
P1

1 Officer

4 O~s

1 truck
3/4 ton

Sect

Rifle
FP1

Rifle
P1-

1 Officer

41 oRs;

HQ

1 Officer

5 ORs
1 Truck 1/4 ton

Sect
9 ORs

Sect

*1 Chaplain

1 Paymaster

1 Chief Adm. Officer

Notes:

1.l No dental element included as Austrian Field Hospital has
dental facilities.

2. No welfare or postal elements included as.. with a small
contingent, it is felt they are not necessary.

3. Light support weapons are not shown on the chart since they
can be included without increasing manpower requirements.

4. No heavy weapons are included because it is felt they are
unnecessary for peace-keeping operations now envisioned in Cyprus.

5. No armoured cars are included as they are felt to be unnecessary.

P1

Officers Other Vehicles
Ranks

15 255 2

I

Sect
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DRAFT NOTES FOR MEETING WITH COUN4TRIES
PROVIDIN'G CONTINGEN\TS TO UNFICYP. 5 JUNE 1970

1. Purpose of meeting, as usual, is to ascertain willingness of your

Governments to continue their contingents with tJNFICYP if the Security

Council accepts my recommendation to extend the Force for another six

months. You will have seen my recommendation to this effect in my report

to the Security Council which was circulated last Tuesday.

Current UNFICYP mandate expires 15 June 1970.

Security Council is to meet afternoon of 9 June 1970.

2. As you are aware., the intercommunal talks have made no significant

progress and there have been some disquieting events in Cyprus. The

continued presence of the Foree is an obvious necessity.

3. As indicated in the report., I am convinced that I have no alternative

but to recommend a further six-month extension of the stationing of the

Force at its present strength. I consider that nothing is to be gained

from an extension for a shorter period.

4. I have consulted the pa~rties directly concerned - the Governments of

Cyprus, Greece and Turkey - and they have indicated their agreement to

the proposed extension.

5. I therefore hope that your Governments will continue to make contingents

and/or police units available, subject, of course, to the expected Security

Council extension of the Force.



Meeting with the countries providing
contingents to UIJFICYP

1. Express appreciation for the continued support to UNFICYP given by the

countries present at the meeting.

2. Latest information about the Cyprus situation is contained in the report

S/9814 dated 1 June 1970, and therefore it is unnecessary to comment at length

on this matter. Notwithstanding the serious occurrences during the period

which is about to end, the situation in the Island has remaained quiet and no

intercommunal incidents have taken place.

3. The attempt against the life of President Makarios, the murder of

Mr. Georghadjis, former Minister of the Interior, and the seizure of arms by

members of the "National Front"r, have disrupted the peace in the Island, and

made more difficult the search for a solution. It was most fortunate that these

incidents had no intercommunal implications.

4. The talks between the leaders of the Greek Cypriot and Turkish Cypriot

commfunities have continued, although they have made no progress on the basic

issues. Both sides have expressed publicly their decision to continue the

talks as the best avenue to negotiating a solution.

5. In view of the situation prevailing in Cyprus, I had no alternative but

to recommend the ext~ension of the mandate of UNFICYTP for another six month

period. As you are aware, the Security Council will meet in the afternoon

of 9 June. Althou *'ýh I have not as yet received final confirmation concerning

the date of the meeting, everything leads me to believe that the meeting will

be held in the afternoon of 9 June.

6. Request the Representatives present to obtain the concurrence of their

Governments concerning the continued provision of contingents to UNFICYP for

the new six month period, if approved by the Security Council.

7. M1y Special Representativem Mr. Bibiano Osorio-Tafall, is arriving in

New York this coming Sunday evening, and will be present during the discussions

in the Security Council.



Meeting to be held by the Secretary-General
Friday 5 June 1970, at 4.00 P.m.

in the Secretary-General's Conference Room
on UNFICYP

Australia

Austria

Canada

Denmark

Finland

Ireland

Sweden

United Kingdom

- Ambassador McIntyre, Dr. Merrillees

- Ambassador Haymerle

- Ambassador Beaulne, lir. H-earn, Lt. Col. Falkner

- Ambassador Borch, Mvr. Andersen

- Ambassador Jakobson + 1

- Ambassador Cremin, Mr. Connolly

- Ambassador Astrom, Mir. Orn, Col. Hultgren

- Lord Caradon, iMr. Hildyard

Secretariat

Secretary-General

Dr. Bunche

Mr. Rolz-Bennett

Mlr. Turner

Mr. Chacko

Mr. Lansky

Mr. McCaw

Mr. Urquhart

Mr. Liu

Col. Koho

Mr. Sherry



Meeting to be held by the Secretary-General
Friday 4 December 1970. at 4.00 p.m.

in the Secretary-General's Conference Room
on UNFICYP

Australia

Austria

Canada

Denmark

Finland

Ireland

Sweden

United Kingdom

- Ambassador McIntyre, Dr. Merrillees

- Ambassador Waldheim, Mr. Wolte

- Ambassador Beaulne, Mr. Hearn,
Lt. Colonel Falkner

- Ambassador Borch + 1

- Mr. Helaniemi, Mr. Tanner

- Ambassador Cremin, Mr. Connolly

- Ambassador Rydbeck, Mr. Sundberg,
Colonel Hultgren

- Sir~eolin=6rove, Mr. Weston + 1
Amb. Warner

Secretariat

Secretary-General

Dr. Bunche

Mr. Kutakov

Mr. Rolz-Bennett

Mr. Turner

Mr. Vaughan

Mr. Lansky

Mr. Urquhart

Mr. ~iu

Colonel Koho
Mr. Sherry



NOTES FOR =E~ING WITH COUNTRIES PROVIDING CONTINGENTS
TO UNFICYP. 4 DECEMBER 1970

1. Purpose of meeting, in accordance with usual practice, is to ascertain

the willingness of' governments providing contingents for UNFICYP to continue to

do so if the Security Council extends the stationing of' the UN Force in Cyprus

f'or another period. As you know., I have recommended a six-month extension; the

Government of' Cyprus and the Governments of' Greece and Turkey have indicated their

agreement to this extension.

The Security Council is now scheduled to meet on 8,9 or 10 December 1970.

2. Military Situation: Peace has been maintained and the Island remains

generally calm, but situation not really satisfactory and marred by a number of'

deplorable incidents which have augmented tension. My report ref'ers to t"negative

stability" and to its dangers.

3. Normalization: Little headway except in economic field. No adequate

response by parties to UNFICYP suggestions for deconfrontation, freedom of' movement

for unarmed civilians in Turkish Cypriot areas, and resettlement and rehabilitation

of Turkish Cypriot displaced persons.

4. Intercommunal Talks: No progress to report beyond limited consensus on

an independent., sovereign and unitary state of' Cyprus in which the two communities

participate. No evidence so far of' willingness to compromise on fundamental issues

such as question of local government.

5. Importance of continuing peace-keeping task should not be overlooked.

There is no alternative., unless new dynamism is f'ound to lend impetus to the talks.

6. I have asked my Special Representative, Mr. Osorio-Taf'all. and the Force

Commander, General Prom Caiand, to come to New York on the occasion of the Security

Council meeting.

7. Subject to favourable action by the Council on the extension of the Force,

I hope that your Governments will continue to make contingents and/or police units

available at their previous strength.

8. Financial situation: (call on the Controller).8.



NOTES FOR SECRETARY-GENERAL S MEETJING WTITH COUNTRIES PROVIDING
CONTINGENTS TO UNFICYP. 25 MAY 1971

1. Purpose of' this meeting, in accordance with the usual practice, is to

ascertain the willingness of' Governments providing contingents for UNFICYP to

continue to do so if' the Security Council extends the stationing of the Force

in Cyprus for another period. As you know, I have recommended, in my report to

the Council (S/10199), that the mandate be extended for another six months.

2. Military situation: The Island remains generally calm. Of course, UNFICYP

will do everything in its power to ensure that peace is maintained.

3. Normalization: Very limited progress on some secondary matters., but

little tangible progress on the questions of displaced persons, deconfrontation

and freedom of movement for civilians.

4. Intercommunal talks: At our meeting in December., I referred to the

limited consensus by the two sides on an independent sovereign and unitary State

of Cyprus in which the two communities woul~d participate. I regret to report that,,

while the talks are continuing, there has been no progress in arriving at an agreed

solution on that basis. I wish to draw attention in this connexion to my suggestion

in para. 38 of the Report, that the parties take specific, public steps designed to

dispel the present atmosphere of suspicion and give renewed impetus to the talks.

5. E~xtension of' the mandate: In this situation,, the peace-keeping function of

the Force is undiminished in importance, since experience wiould seem to indicate

that lack of political progress tends to increase intercommunal tension with all

its dangers. I hope therefore that,- in the event of favourable action by the Council

on my recommendation, your Governments will continue to make contingents and/'or

police units available in order to maintain UNTFICYP at its present strength for the

next six months.

6. Financial situation: (call on the Controller).



Meeting to be held by the Secretary-General

Tuesday 25 May 1971, at 4:00 p.m.

in the Secretary-Generalls Conference Room

on UNFICYP

Australia

Austria

Canada

Denmark

Finland

Ireland

Sweden

United Kingdom

Secretariat

- Ambassador McIntyre, Dr. Merrillees

- Ambassador Waldheim, Mr. Christiani

- Ambassador Beaulne, Mr. H-earn, Lt. Colonel Falkner,
Colonel Newlands

- Mr. Engel

- Ambassador Jakobson + 1

- Ambassador Cremnin, Mr. OTRiordan

- Ambassador Rydbeck, Mr. Sundberg

- Mr. Jamnieson, Mr. WJeston

Secretary-General

Dr. Bunche

Mr. Guyer

Mr. Kutakov

Mr. Osorio-Tafall

Gen-. _Prem ýChand_

Mr. Turner

Mr. Lansky

Mr. Timbrell

Mr. Urquhart

Mr. Ti u

Mr. Sherry



NOTES FOR SECRETARY-GENERAL' S MEETING WITH COUNTRIES
PROVIDING CONTINGENTS FOR UNFICYP - 7 DEMM4ER 1971

1. urose of meeting, in accordance with usual practice,, is to ascertain

the willingness of Governments providing contingents for UNFICYP to continue

to do so if the Security Council extends the stationing of the UN Force

in Cyprus for another six-month period. In my report to the Council (s//lo~l~o)

I have recommended another 6-month extension., and the governments of Cyprus

and of Greece and Turkey hdve indicated their concurrence. The Secco is

expected to meet on or around 10 December.

2. Military situation *generally quiet, but increased tension owing

to uncertainties relating to the future of the intercommunal talks.* Increased

military capability and efficiency by both parties., leading to a tendency to

initiate provocative incidents. There has been an increased number of attempts

to alter, at the expense of the other side, the delicate balance of military

and police dispositions along the Green Line and other sensitive areas. UNFICYP
or

has endeavoured to maintain the status quo/ to devise improved arrangements in

each case. However it can only do so if both sides cooperate. The Cyprus

Government has continued to cooperate in most cases.

3. Normalization #, very little Progress. Turkish Cypriots intent on build-up

I p economy and institutions. They now refer4"Cyprus Turkish administration"

having apparently dropped the word "provisional"t .

4. Intercommunal talks have reached a deadlock especially over issues of

local government and guarantees. The latter question involves the problems of

enosis and partition which in turn involve deeply rooted and hai&Ur-i-ea'responses.

I have suggested that the Secco might-wish to assist the parties in dispelling

this particular 11-
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5. Good offices: I have noted the willingness of the parties to

continue the talks, perhaps with some changes,, and I have also noted the

interest of' Greece and Turkey in reactivating the talks. On that basis,

I put forward the suggestion which may be found in para. 79 of my report.

i have indicated the responses of the parties so far; there have been, as of

this date, no additional reactions from the parties.

I hope that in the present circumstances your Goveamnents will find

it possible to continue to contribute contingents an/rpolice uis on the

same basis as hereto-fore.

6. Financial situation - call on the Controller.



Meeting of countries contributing to UR~FICYP to be held on
Tuesday, 7 December 1971 at 4 p.m.

in the Secretary-Generalvs Conference Room

Australia -

Austria -

Canada -

Denmark -

Finland -

Ireland -

Sweden -

United Kingdom-

Secretariat

Ambassador McIntyre,, Dr. Merrillees

Ambassador Waldheim, Mr, Prohaska, Mr. Christiani

Ambassador Beaulne., Mr. Hearn, Col. Newland~s

Ambassador Borch, Mr. Engel

Ambassador Jakobson + 1

Ambassador Cremin., Mr. O'Riordan

Ambassador Rydbeck, Mr. Sundberg

Sir Colin Crowe, Mr. Weston

Secretary-General

Mr. Guyer

Mr. Kutakov

Mr.* Turner

Mr. Vaughan

Mr. Lansky

Mr. Timbreli

Mr. Urquhart

Mr. Liu

Mr. Sherry

Col. Koho



For eight years, since its establishment by Security Council.

resolution 186 (1964), UNFICYP has been a main factor in holding down

intercomimunal tensions and averting conflicts, and in creating a

climate of relative security conducive to the negotiation and peaceful

settlement of the outstanding political differences between the Greek

and Turkish-speaking inhabitants of the island. UNFICYP therefore has

come to be regarded as a permanent feature in absence of progress on

the political front. Unfortunately this has tended to create the

impression in some quarters that the presence of UNFICYP has itself

contributed to the lack of political progress.

In the view of the Canadian authorities concerned, it would be

regrettable if the UhFICYP experience were to have the result of under-

mining confidence in the effectiveness of peacekeeping operations as a

useful tool in dealing with the problems of international conflict. The

importance of making progress towards a political settlement in Cyprus

thus has relevance beyond the confines of the Cyprus dispute itself.

The longer UNFICYP lasts the greater is the risk that the

presence of United Nations contingents will be taken for granted and

will1 become such a part of the landscape in Cyprus that the parties to

the dispute are tempted to use UNFICYP for their own advantage. As a

troop contributor we must view this with concern.

If progress is not achieved soon public opinion in Canada and

perhaps in some other troop contributors' countries may also begin to

question whether the present comimitments of individual troop

contributors to UNFICYP should be allowed to continue indefinitely.

We are keenly disappointed at the failure of the parties to make

use of the relative calm that troops of all contributors have helped to

preserve, to find a political solution. We hope that progress will now

be made. For all these reasons we support wholeheartedly the recent

initiative of the Secretary-General to restore life to the intercomimunal

talks. We consider that this initiative must be given time in which to

develop but we wish also to dispel any impression that our commitment to

bear the material and financial burden of support for UNFICYP is without

limit. Above all we wish to give the Secretary-General the opportunity,

if he wishes, to make use of our expression of views in his efforts to

promote progress.



Meeting of the Representatives of the UMNFICYP troop-contri-

buting States with the Under-Secretary-General Guyer, Tues-

day, December 7, 1971 at A p.m.

The Swedish Government shares the concern of the Secretary-

General as described in his last report on the UNM operation

in Cyprus (S/10401) in the short words,"A~fter nearly eight

years, the solution of the Cyprus problem is still not in

sight, conditions in the island remain precarious...". In

this context we wish to express our deep appreciation of*

the Secretary-General's efforts to create a new starting-

point for the intercommunal talks, and to appeal to the

Security Council to "become more actively involved in assis-

ting the parties in the search for a solution to the Cyprus

problem".

My Government also shares the Secretary-General's concern

about the financial problem facing UJ1FICYP as evident from

the report. We agree with the Secretary-General when he is

statin~g "This situation obviously must not continue".

The Secretary-General in his report recommends "an extension

of the mandate of TII\FICYP for a further period of six months,

until 15 June 1972". 1 have the honour to state that the

Swedish Government is prepared to comply with a request to

that effect. As I did last year I would, however, like to

stress that we would be against any further reduction in the

strength number of the Swedish Contingent in connection with

an extended mandate.

I have also the honour to state that the Swedish Government

has decided to make, for the period of mandate, which is

now due to expire, the same voluntary contribution to UITFICYP

as earlier, that is 180.000 dollars.


